We discuss the role of higher dimensional operators in the spontaneous breaking of internal symmetry and scale invariance, in the context of the Lorentz invariant scalar field theory. Using the ε-expansion we determine phase diagrams and demonstrate that (un)stable RG flows computed with a certain basis of dimension 6 operators in the Lagrangian, map to (un)stable RG flows of another basis related to the first by field redefinitions. Crucial is the presence of reparametrization ghosts if Ostrogradsky ghosts appear. 1 arXiv:1905.05506v1 [hep-th] 
Introduction
The Higgs potential responsible for the breaking of gauge symmetry breaks also scale invariance via an explicit mass term, already at the classical level. Sometimes the breaking of internal symmetries is correlated with the breaking of scale invariance at the quantum level. Such is the case of the Coleman-Weinberg model [1] where in the absence of a classical relevant (mass) operator in the Lagrangian quantum effects induce the simultaneous breaking of gauge and scale symmetries.
A simplified version of spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) can be studied in the context of a scalar field theory with a kinetic term and a potential containing both mass and quartic selfinteraction terms. The internal symmetry in this case is the global Z 2 transformation φ → −φ. When the signs of the two terms in the potential are opposite and the overall sign of the potential is right, SSB is triggered already at the classical level by the scalar field acquiring a nonzero vacuum expectation value (vev). Without the mass term this model does not have a phase where the Z 2 symmetry is broken neither in the classical limit nor at the quantum level, as far as perturbation theory is concerned. Scale invariance on the other hand generically does break even in the massless limit by the coupling developing non-zero β-function.
Another generic consequence of quantization is the appearance of classicaly irrelevant, higher dimensional operators (HDOs) in the action, suppressed by appropriate powers of a dimensionful scale Λ. To the extent that they are quantum in nature, the breaking of scale invariance induced by such operators is spontaneous and not explicit. In a different regularization scheme we could suppress them by the regulating scale itself but this should not matter. Specific properties of the phase diagram may be regularization dependent but global properties are expected to be regularization independent. For example, the topology of the phase diagram and global properties of the Renormalization Group (RG) flow lines in it are expected to be such. Meanwhile the dimensionless couplings that multiply HDOs run with the regulating scale in a way dictated by the regularization scheme, as any other coupling. The running of all couplings, associated with relevant, marginal or irrelevant operators is accordingly correlated, resulting in a multidimensional phase diagram. An interesting scenario is one where for some reason the Lagrangian contains HDOs but does not contain mass terms or classicaly marginal operators. Then, if the phase diagram develops a Z 2 broken phase at the quantum level, perturbation theory should be able to detect it via the presence of these HDOs. There is a particularly interesting interpretation of this picture, revealed by the observation that field redefinitions leave the Smatrix invariant. This allows to rotate in field space onto a basis with no higher derivative terms in the Lagrangian, which makes the Z 2 breaking phase more transparent.
In order to access these phenomena we focus on a scalar field theory with HDOs of dimension 6 and 8. We use Dimensional Regularization with regulating scale µ and the expansion parameter ε, where d = 4 − ε is the space-time dimension. The ε → 0 limit defines the four-dimensional theory. We will also examine the cases ε = ±1 which correspond to the three-dimensional and five-dimensional versions of the model. The reason is that in these cases the phase diagram may contain Wilson-Fisher (WF) fixed points where scale invariance is restored, to the order that perturbation theory is used. We restrict our analysis to one-loop.
Review of the L (4) model
We first look at the standard case, reconstructing known results reviewed in [2] . The information relevant to the Lagrangian
is encoded in the one-loop β-functions
The phase diagram on the m 2 vs λ plane has two types of fixed points. One is the Gaussian fixed point defined by m 2 • = λ • = 0 and is denoted as •. The other is the Wilson-Fisher fixed point determined by the vanishing of both β-functions with at least one non-zero coupling, denoted as . Here this happens for m 2 = 0 and λ = 16π 2 3 ε and it is present when ε = 0. Restricting to the regime where a stable Z 2 breaking phase is observed (with our sign conventions when λ > 0 and m 2 < 0), in d = 4 and d = 5 there is only one class of RG flow lines with a Landau pole µ L in the UV, where λ diverges. The mass which is a relevant operator grows in the IR where λ is small and this is one way to expose its unnaturalness. In d = 3 there is a flow without Landau pole emanating from the Gaussian point where the mass and λ vanish, towards the WF point in the IR where the mass diverges. This is the continuum branch of the broken phase. Extending the validity of the ε-expansion beyond the WF point yields RG flow lines with a Landau pole in the UV, where λ diverges, and that approach the WF point towards the IR with a diverging mass. This is the Landau branch and it has a similar naturalness issue with the d = 4, 5 cases. In all but one cases the mass operator when non-zero breaks scale invariance, as do the β-functions away from the fixed points. The one case where the Z 2 is broken with scale invariance restored while the system is interacting, is the d = 3 WF point. The physical scalar mass in the stable, broken phase is m 2 φ = 1 3 λv 2 .
Inserting dimension-6 operators
Let us consider the Lagrangian L = L (4) + L (6) where
and ask about its symmetry breaking properties. L features the three dim-6 operators c
i , i = 1, 2, 3 in the order they appear in L (6) but only one of them is independent. Moreover, O [4] as it adds an extra, ghost-like pole to the propagator. Let us call this set of operators the G-basis, since it is the most general basis, consistent with the Lorentz and the internal symmetry, up to total derivatives. Due to these issues, the analysis is more clear in the basis where only O (6) 3 appears, the W-basis, by analogy to the Warsaw basis of dim-6 operators in the Standard Model [5] which is ghost free. Thus our first task is to establish a connection between the G and W-bases.
In order to make sense of Eq. (3.1) we must add a sector whose purpose is to cancel the pole of the O-ghost:
We will call the Grassmann field χ the R-ghost for reasons that will become clear. We denote the 1-loop correction to the 2, 4 and 6-point function of φ, M 2,φ , B 4,φ and B 6,φ respectively, the 2-point function of χ, M 2,χ and the correction to the φ-χ vertex B 4,χ . We also introduce the counter-terms δφ, δχ, δm, δm χ , δλ, δc
The conditions that the pole in the χ-propagator cancels the unwanted pole of the φ propagator are m 2 = 0 and m 2
2 at the classical level and δφ = 0 and δχ = −M 2,χ /(p 2 + m 2 χ ) at the 1-loop level. We also have the identity δm χ /m 2
Substituting the values of the Feynman diagrams (see Appendix) we obtain the counterterms (in units of 1/(16π 2 ε))
An observation is that the coupling λ χ does not play any physical role and can be set to zero without loss of generality. In fact this decouples the R-ghost from φ. With the above conditions the renormalized Lagrangian becomes
The pole cancellation condition forces δc (6) 2 to remain in the Lagrangean so we can attempt to use it as a Lagrange multiplier. Then it can be integrated out, givingχχ = p 4 /m 4 χ φ 2 , which determines a composite field Φ as
in terms of which L becomes
with λ and c There is a way to bring L to a local form. Start from
and perform the non-local field redefinition
We then obtain the Lagrangean L (4) +L (6) up to O(1/Λ 2 ) plus, taking into account the Jacobean of the transformation, precisely L R g of Eq. (3.2), up to a trivial rescaling of χ. Therefore, χ becomes the reparametrization ghost associated with Eq. (3.9), justifying its name. The coefficients are fixed to x = −1/2c
2 ) and the couplings in the un-tilded and tilded bases are related via
In order that the reparametrization ghost decouples, we need λ χ = 0 which can be achieved when y = 0 or m 2 = −m 2 χ . The former happens if c
2 and the latter ensures that m 2 = 0 and we need both in order to get an equivalent to Eq. (3.7) theory. With these constraints, we have λ = − λ and c 
We now set m 2 = 0 and analyze the phase diagram. In d = 4 the λ = 0 axis is a line of scale invariant theories labelled by the value of c
3 . Upon absorbing all finite parts of diagrams in the counter-terms, the renormalized potential assumes the form
The Z 2 breaking is stable when λ < 0 and c
3 < 0. The physical scalar mass in this phase is
Scale invariance is broken at a generic point in the broken phase and it is restored only at the UV • fixed point. Comparing Eqs. (2.2) and (3.10) one sees that c Fig. 1 , with the arrows pointing to the IR. Note that Λ is not an independent scale in the unbroken phase either. In the UV and IR limits, if it is not related to a Landau pole then it can be removed (at the WF point). Anywhere in between a relation between Λ and µ can be established order by order in perturbation theory by a systematic but painful process. 
Dimension-8 operators
Next we add to L (4) + L (6) its most general (again up to total derivatives) dim-8 extension
and rotate to a basis where only the φ 6 and φ 8 from the HDOs are kept. In the Appendix we show the rotation needed to arrive at this form (for simplicity for the special case m 2 = λ = 0). We will not go through the consistency checks of the previous section which are now more complicated.
Here we only ask if we can have a quantum breaking of internal and scale symmetry without a mass term or a quartic interaction. To lighten the notation we drop the tildes specifying the rotated basis.
Renormalization determines
Let us now fix m 2 = λ = 0. The potential is stable when c 
Conclusion
We analyzed the one-loop relation between RG flows related by field redefinitions in the scalar field theory, up to operator dimension 6. Our results could be relevant to computations performed in the Standard Model, particularly in bases related to the Warsaw basis by the use of equations of motion. We showed how internal and scale symmetry break spontaneously without a mass term at operator dimension 6 and without mass and quartic interactions at dimension 8. We also determined the RG flows of the operator dimension 8 model in one basis of operators. This could be relevant to quantum effective actions that do not generate explicit mass or marginal potential terms. We intend to present the details of the calculations involved in this letter in [6] . Previous work on related issues can be found in [7] , each of which may have some overlap with our analysis. with B 0 (q 2 , 0, 0) ≡ 0.
The redefinition on φ
in the m 2 = λ = 0 limit, eliminates all higher derivative terms from the dim-8 Lagrangian for x = c provided that total derivative terms are dropped. After a field redefinition, if necessary, the kinetic term is brought to canonical form by an extra redefinition.
